
6.2 Representation of Consonants

Chart 1

Underlying consonants and glides:

nasal

pal

son

Symbols used in the top row of Chart 1 are also used as or-

thographic symbols in the vocabulary.

In word initial position /b/ becomes [p] , /d/ becomes [t]

before /o/, /u/ and /e/. /g/ is devoiced before /u/, /o/ and

/i/. All underlying voiced segments are represented as voiced

in word initial position regardless of whether or not they

undergo the devoicing rule. If a word begins with a vowel a

glottal stop is sometimes inserted, especially before vowel

/a/. /c/ becomes [s] in word initial position when followed

by a sequence of two sonorant segments, /p/ becomes [f] before

round vowels, in both word initial and word medial position.

The phonetic products of the above rules are not represented

in the vocabulary.



In several instances I have noted that the underlying /t/

is produced in word initial position with an accompanying

lip trembling. This phenomenon, noted also by Kraft, re-

peated by several language assistants, has to remain for

the time being as an unexplained idiosyncratic character-

istic of a few lexical items . All of them are noted in the

vocabulary.

In intervocalic position, whenever there is a morpheme

boundary between the vowels, a glottal stop is produced.

I have included it in transcription as a mnemonic device to

mark the separate articulation of vowels.

In word initial position, /k/ and /g/ when followed by a

high round vowel which in turn is followed a front vowel be-

come [kp] and [gb] respectively. There are also a certain

number of borrowed words which begin with [kp] or [gb] . For

this reason I decided to transcribe all words beginning with

phonetic sequence [kp] and [gb] by 'kp' and 'gb'. There are

also a few words beginning with [v] . There are not enough of

them to postulate [v] as an underlying consonant and I cannot

explain their phonological structure. For this reason I de-

cided to transcribe them with initial 'v'.

In intervocalic position /t/ becomes [r] , /k/ becomes [x]

,

/p/ becomes [v] and /c/ becomes [j] .

In word final position all obstruents are voiceless. All

nasals are unreleased.

All consonants in Pero may be geminated, and in most cases

gemination can be perceived without the use of instruments.

However, there appears to be no difference, at least in my

perception, between geminated and non-geminated liquids.


